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There exists considerable evidence that the shear behavior and flow behavior of granular
materials is significantly dependent on particle morphology. However, quantification of this
dependence is a challenging task owing to a dearth of quantitative models for describing particle
shape and the difficulty of modeling angular particle assemblies. The situation becomes more
complex when discrete element analyses of realistic 3-D particle shapes are required. The thesis
attempts to address this problem by adapting the algebraic reconstruction technique (ART) to
synthesize composite 3-D granular particles from statistically obtained 3-D shape descriptors of
the particles in an aggregate mixture. This thesis extends previous work where it was
demonstrated that the 3-D shape characteristics of particles in an aggregate mixture can be
numerically expressed by statistical models obtained from 2-D projective representations of
multiple particles in the mixture.
In this thesis, attempts were made to validate the premise that multiple projective
representations of multiple particles could be used to synthesize a composite 3-D particle that
represents the entire mixture in terms of its 3-D shape descriptors. Also, single particles isolated
from the aggregate mix were scanned using optical and X-ray tomography techniques to generate
2-D multiple projections and synthesize the 3-D particle shape. This research work proves useful
for generating realistic shapes for discrete element applications or in obtaining more fundamental
understanding of the micromechanics of granular solids.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Shape characterization can be a very simple or very complex task, depending on the shape. With
common shapes, such as circles, squares, and triangles, it is possible for someone to observe a
shape and capture all of the relevant information needed to reproduce that shape by recording its
name (i.e. circle) and one or more defining attributes (i.e. radius of 2cm). However, there are a
limited number of names to describe shapes as they become more and more complex until the
point is reached where a shape is so complex that it can only be described as an "n-sided
polygon". At this point, the name is inadequate to describe even the general shape, let alone
define its specific characteristics. For total shape characterization of n-sided polygons (the
ability to describe and reconstruct a shape from its description), all lengths and angles of the
boundary must be recorded in some fashion.
The best way to describe arbitrarily complex shapes then would be to use a set of numbers
that describe the boundary of the shape. These numbers may be either the lengths and angles or
a more complicated method that relates many features of the shape in a relatively small set of
numbers. Either way, these numbers provide a quantitative way of describing a shape, which can
be utilized by computer algorithms to determine trends of values. These trends could then be
used to relate the values obtained from the shape characterization to physical or geometric
properties of the object in question. An example of this would be a smooth, round shape vs. an
angular one. The values for the round shape would lie in a separate part of the descriptor domain
than those of the angular shape. This fact could be used by algorithms to identify shapes that are
similar (because the values used to characterize them are similar) as well as those shapes which
are dissimilar.
1.1 Application Areas of Shape Characterization
Shape characterization has many applications ranging from robotic vision to fingerprint
matching to character recognition to iris scans and face recognition. Figure 1.1 shows a face
recgonition application.
Figure 1.1: Example of a face recognition application
In most cases of complex shape comparison (such as Figure 1.1), it is highly probable
that direct image comparison will be impractical. With a large database of images, it would be
costly in terms of the hardware necessary to store the images, and would increase the comparison
algorithm's execution time tremendously. This can be remedied by using descriptors to
characterize shapes with a much smaller set of numbers, such as Hu's invariant moments [2].
Figure 1.2 illustrates a database containing the letters 'a' and 'b', with their corresponding
descriptors and how one would compare an unknown character's descriptors with the ones in the
database.
Descriptor Database
Character Descriptors a b
Phi 1: 1.0292 Phi 1: 1.058 1.2377
D2-i h 1. 2 I9o Ph;i 6 ' f66d I 4A0
:111 i . -. J J JJ. v.-,
Phi 3: 8.917 Phi 3: 9.4284 7.8057
. Phi 4: 14.1381 Phi 4: 14.2453 13.702
Phi 5: 29.2098 Phi 5: 29.8432 27.6783
Phi . 15d tl5 Phi 6: 16.0222 16.1285
Phi 7: 29.1866 Phi 7: 29.4245 28.2324
Figure 1.2: An unknown character being identified by comparing its invariant moments to those
in the database. (Figure from [2])
1.2 Motivation
The necessity for automated shape description is typically found in imaging applications related
to computer vision. There has not been a great need for numerical means of shape
characterization in three dimensions, and the standard two dimensional descriptors are not
readily translated into compact representations in three dimensions. The situation is exacerbated
when attempting to characterize a mixture of three dimensional objects.
The application that is the focus of this thesis (and of great importance to civil engineers),
is describing the three dimensional shapes of particle aggregates in a sand mix. The geotechnical
properties of a particular soil are affected by the shape characteristics of sand grains that
constitute that soil. The size, shape, and way the sand particles interlock with each other are all
factors that determine the soil's behavior under load. There are three major categories that affect
the stress-strain behavior of soils; inherent particle characteristics, geology history and the
environmental or external factors [4]. This is shown in Figure 1.3.
Inherent Particle a  Geological Factors Environmental
Characteristics Factors
Age, stress
Hardness and Specific history, natural Drained
Gravity Distribution cementation Loading,
monotonic
Shape and Depositional
Angularity conditions, initial Undrained Loading
relative density monotonic stress
relative de y path and stress level,
Particle Size and cyclic stress path,
Size Distribution Initial mean effective stress level
normal and shear
stress levels
Figure 1.3: Factors affecting the stress-strain behavior of soil [4].
The majority of these factors can be quantified for further analysis by the use of standard
techniques. For example, a sieve analysis can be used to calculate particle size and size
distribution. This is when a sample of the soil is placed on a mesh screen and then is sifted down
into another screen with a smaller mesh. This process then continues and the mass retained in
each sieve is recorded. Specific gravity distribution can also be measured using the displacement
of water. The shape and angularity of a particle is the only inherent particle characteristic that
still needs an effective algorithm to quantify. The standard techniques that are in use, such as
radius expansion or spherical harmonics, are useful only for characterizing 2-D boundaries or
comparing 3-D shapes to spheres.
The particle to particle interaction (known as the friction angle) in the mix is affected by
the shape of the sand particles. Friction angles are important in understanding the properties of
natural soils because they determine the strength of a sand. Compaction of the soil with its
minimum and maximum void ratios (measurement of the space between the particles in a mix)
are also greatly dependent on the shape of the particles [4]. For instance, more jagged sands will
typically have higher shear strength and higher yield strength than a mix of soil with more
rounded particles. These examples illustrate how shape information can be more important than
other inherent particle characteristics, and despite this a definitive method does not exist for
calculating this feature.
Although a qualitative understanding of the relationship between shear strength and
shape already exists, a quantification of shape parameters would allow for a more quantitative
relationship to be obtained. Once the reconstruction of particles is made possible, more realistic
models using the discrete element method can be developed. These models can then be used to
observe microstructure effects on shear strength and particle contact forces, which will in turn
allow for more accurate constitutive models to be developed.
However, the limitation with these methods is that finding valid data that provide a three
dimensional-description of aggregates in a mix is very difficult. While two-dimensional models
have been developed using optical microscopy observations, they are not very accurate and can
only be used reliably for charting behavior trends [5]. A three-dimensional model is essential for
developing a more realistic model that can closely replicate actual tests. Development of three-
dimensional models is difficult due to the expensive equipment and large amounts of
computational resources required by the majority of existing methods to obtain the necessary
information. Figure 1.4 shows an X-ray tomographic reconstruction of a single Melt Sand
particle - the digitization and reconstruction process for this experiment took approximately 2
hours.
Figure 1.4: X-ray tomographic reconstruction of a Melt Sand particle.
The concept of describing three-dimensional shapes by finding shape numbers is not a
trivial task. As the object to be discretized is not a flat, continuous shape (which would require
only an x and y coordinate), a z coordinate is necessary. This need for the z coordinate implies
that the object would be described in layers, where a set of x and y coordinates would be
required for every unique value of z. In turn, the number of points needed to analyze the
boundary of an object would be increased dramatically. As a very large number of particles
from a mix with varying three-dimensional coordinates would need to be observed, this
technique of direct three-dimensional characterization is not efficient. However, finding a two-
dimensional approach for characterizing shapes of three-dimensional particles will be rapid,
computationally efficient, and parsimonious, as will be discussed in this thesis. The necessary
imaging equipment will be inexpensive (optical microscope and digital camera) and the required
techniques will draw upon the vast amount of work done already in the area of two-dimensional
shape description.
The technique must be able to find descriptors in order to characterize different shapes of
sand, as well as be able to reconstruct a three-dimensional object from this data for use in the
discrete element model. The reconstruction procedure must be able to estimate a three-
dimensional particle by combining a set of two-dimensional projections. The work of soil
analysis would be greatly advanced by the development of a method as easy to implement as a
two-dimensional characterization algorithm, but with the accuracy of a three-dimensional model.
1.3 Objectives, Scope, and Organization of Thesis
The goal of this thesis is the design and development of an automated 3D tomographic
reconstruction algorithm applied to the shape characterization of particle aggregates. The specific
research objectives are:
1. Design and development of an automated 3D tomographic reconstruction algorithm
applied to the shape characterization of particle aggregates.
2. Demonstrate the ability of this algorithm to accurately and repeatably reconstruct
composite 3D objects from 2D projections of multiple particles and their
corresponding 2D shape descriptors.
3. Numerical validation of the reconstruction method by comparing with 3D
reconstructions obtained from multiple projections of a single particle generated using
optical and X-ray methods
4. Develop experimental protocols and a database of results obtained by optical and X-
ray tomography of a varying set of particle aggregate mixtures.
5. Demonstrate the consistency, separability and uniqueness of the 3D shape descriptor
algorithm by exercising the method on a varying set of particle aggregate mixtures.
The tomographic reconstruction algorithm premise of the research was validated using 4
aggregate mixes, which were scanned using both the X-ray CT scanner and the experimental
optical tomography system. The available database contains 200-300 digital images (single
projections) from each of the four mixes, and 2-3 three-dimensional models of single particles
from each of the four mixes, for which 300+ digital images were available for each.
This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 1 describes the problems associated with 3-
D shape description and the specific application for geomaterial aggregates. Chapter 2 discusses
the method used for sand particle characterization and common tomographic reconstruction
techniques for 3-D objects. Chapter 3 describes the use of the chosen tomographic
reconstruction method to validate the shape characterization method, synthesis of 3-D sand
particle models using descriptors selected randomly from the distributions of descriptors
generated for the different aggregates. Chapter 4 contains the results of the validation and
synthesis of models using the 3-D characterization and reconstruction algorithms. The
experimental setup is also described in this chapter. Chapter 5 has a summary of
accomplishments and recommendations for future work and is the conclusion of this thesis.
1.4 Expected Contributions
This thesis expects to demonstrate that a set of randomly generated 2-D projective
representations may be used to form a composite model possessing shape characteristics that are
representative of the shape properties found in an aggregate mix. This composite model will be
generated by using tomographic reconstruction techniques to combine the projections.
Projection generation is done according to the premise found in the shape characterization using
multiple projective representations work [2]. This thesis also expects to demonstrate that optical
tomography techniques may be used in lieu of X-ray CT techniques for the purpose of generating
particle aggregate models for use in a discrete element modeling system.
CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND
Shape description techniques must possess the following four fundamental qualities in order to
be effective [6].
Uniqueness - The algorithm must be able to distinguish between different shapes, by assigning
a set of numbers that are unique to each shape.
Parsimony - The algorithm should use the smallest possible set of numbers to describe a
particular shape, in order to reduce noise susceptibility.
Independent - No descriptor should require the value of another descriptor for its calculation.
Invariant - Descriptor values should be resistant/invariant to irrelevant transformations of
scaling, translation or rotation.
Typically, a good method will have the four qualities mentioned. However, certain
applications may be required to identify orientation along with shape; in these situations, the
invariance quality is undesirable and should not be included. The two-dimensional shape
characterization techniques attempt to possess the four qualities mentioned (including
invariance) and where possible, the following qualities that increase their utility even more [6].
Reconstruction - Descriptors can be used to reconstruct a shape, and may be useful for
compression.
Interpretation - This is the amount of physical relationship between the descriptor and
the actual shape [2].
Automatic Collection - The algorithm's ability to automatically collect and analyze data.
Removes human error and makes processing faster [2].
2.1 Previous Work
Work done previously primarily in the field of two-dimensional shape description is summarized
in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Summary of previous techniques used to describe shape.
Proponents Method Explanation Application
Wentworth [7] Elongation and One of the first to characterize Used a variety of sand
Flatness, form and roundness. Opened the types including,
Roundness of field for many of the subsequent Conglomerate,
sharp corners studies Breccia, and Sandstone
Wadell [7] Sphericity First method developed to Wadell attempted to
measure the sphericity of a quantify the shape of
particle to characterize its form quartz particles
Sebestyn and "unrolling" a The concept of creating a 1-D Benson introduced this
Benson [6] closed outline function from a 2-D boundary. concept to geology
Introduced by Benson into the using a paleontology
field of geology. application
Ehrlich and Radius Introduced Fourier analysis for Used a range of
Weinberg [8] Expansion radius expansion into particles from smooth
sedimentology. to very angular
Medalia [6] Equivalent Fits an ellipse to have similar Tested on carbon black
Ellipses properties to the actual shape. aggregates for both
Does not need outline. 2-D and 3-D
Davis and Dexter Chord to Measures chord lengths between Measured irregularities
[6] Perimeter various points along an outline. of many soils
Zahn and Roskies Angular Bend Zahn and Roskies discretized an Developed method
[6] outline into a series of straight using arbitrary closed
lines and angles curved shapes.
Garboczi, Martys, Spherical A process similar to 3-D Fourier Applied to aggregates
Saleh, and Harmonics analysis, and requires 3-D used in concrete
Livingston [9,10] __information. captured using X-Rays
Sukumaran and Shape and Compares shapes to circles and Algorithms applied to
Ashmawy [11] Angularity measures their deviation. Uses a various types including
Factor mean and standard deviation of Michigan Dune,
many particles to compare Daytona Beach and a
mixes. few kinds of Ottawa.
Corriveau [2] 3D shape Determines ID Fourier Algorithm applied to
characterization Transforms of the boundaries of various sand types
using multiple multiple projections of a 3D such as Michigan
projective shape to generate statistical 3D Dune, Daytona Beach,
representations shape descriptors. #1 Dry and Standard
___Melt
The following section will explain the two-dimensional techniques from Table 2.1.
These techniques only require images from an optical microscope for processing. Two methods
from this section were implemented in the three-dimensional shape characterization technique
described by [2]. Sections 2.3-2.6 contain an explanation of a pair of techniques used for
obtaining three-dimensional shape descriptors from three-dimensional data, the technique for
three-dimensional shape characterization for particle aggregates using multiple projective
representations described in [2), and tomographic techniques which are used in this thesis to
I
construct the X-ray and optical image based three-dimensional models.
2.2 Two Dimensional Shape Description Techniques
There are two categories of shape description techniques: boundary and planar surface
techniques. Boundary techniques only describe the boundary, or outline of the shape and usually
require transforming the boundary into a one-dimensional function by "unrolling". Planar
surface techniques attempt to describe the entire image and must maintain orientation invariance
[6]. Techniques described below include examples of both boundary and planar surface
techniques.
2.2.1 Boundary Techniques
Boundary techniques can be broken into two sub-categories: Fourier analysis techniques and
distributional techniques. For the Fourier analysis technique, the boundary must be converted
into a periodic function. This technique allows for rec6nstruction (by way of the inverse Fourier
Transform) and compression (by excluding the higher frequency components that hold the fine
detail). So long as the low frequency values containing the general shape information are stored,
Fourier analysis can be a parsimonious, effective shape description technique that offers
reconstruction. Figure 2.1 illustrates the concept of retaining the prominent low frequencies,
while excluding the higher frequencies of the Fourier transform.
Figure 2.1: Illustration of Fourier analysis descriptors [2].
Distributional techniques typically do not allow for reconstruction to occur, but are
inherently more orientation invariant, as they do not take into consideration the sequence of the
boundary. These techniques are also more compatible with statistical operations, which makes
them more useful for finding statistical similarities between three-dimensional objects. Both
approaches use the method of creating a function from the boundary by "unrolling" methods.
2.2.1.1 Radius Expansion
Radius expansion is used to describe the boundary of an object. This method describes shapes
by calculating the centroid of an object, and moving around the border at specified angles and
calculating its distance to the border [6,12]. This can be done in polar coordinates, with the first
distance calculated at zero degrees, then checked at a chosen degree interval around the rest of
the border. The resolution of this technique is determined by the size of this angular interval.
Figure 2.2: Example of first four points observed using radius expansion.
Once the desired number of points is obtained, they may be used to create a periodic
function which may be analyzed. The most glaring limitation of this method is the possibility of
multi-valued functions, where there may be two possible distances for a given angle [8]. This
problem is shown in Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3: Multi-value example of radius expansion.
Fourier series analysis can be performed effectively on the results of this technique. A
distributional approach may be used as well, such as finding a radius histogram of the shape.
This distribution tracks how many times certain radius ranges occur, but fails to include the
angles at which they take place. A radius histogram, therefore, would not be usable for
reconstructing the shape. Another disadvantage is that two dissimilar shapes may have similar
distributions. Take for instance, a star and a kidney shape. Although they are visually very
different, they both have large numbers of large and small amplitudes and could appear to be the
same object when only comparing their radius distributions.
2.2.1.2 Angular Bend
Angular bend is alternate method that can be used by both Fourier and distribution analyses.
Beginning at a discrete point in a boundary, this method calculates the distance and angle to the
next point in the boundary and traverses the entire boundary in this manner, from point to point.
Because the angles between each point are recorded, reconstruction when using the Fourier
series is possible with this method. However, compression is not possible by removing the
higher frequency components, due to the fact that all errors are cumulative in the reconstruction.
Since each point relies on the accuracy of the preceding one, when the Fourier series is truncated
the boundary will either cross itself or not connect at the end. The distributional approach finds a
histogram of slopes but as in the case of the radius distribution, it also may not be used for
reconstruction because the order in which the slopes were taken is not recorded [6]. Figure 2.4
illustrates this technique in detail.
Figure 2.4: Example of angular bend.
2.2.1.3 Complex Coordinates
Complex coordinates is the final method to be discussed that can be used for Fourier analysis to
characterize the boundary. Beginning at an arbitrary point, this method traverses the boundary
and records all of the points in x and y coordinates. Theses values may be stored as one variable
by giving each point the form x +jy, thus making each point a complex quantity. Converting the
points in this manner transforms the boundary into a periodic function and thus into a candidate
for Fourier analysis. The greatest advantage of this technique over the previous two is that the
function decays rapidly in the Fourier domain, allowing for superior compression along with
good reconstruction. Considering the qualities of an effective shape description method
discussed earlier, this technique is the most promising of the three boundary methods discussed
and consequently was used in [2]. Figure 2.5 is an example of this method.
X
Figure 2.5: Example of the complex coordinate boundary method.
2.2.1.4 Chord to Perimeter
The chord to perimeter technique attempts to compare the shape to that of a circle. This is
accomplished by measuring the distance between two points on the boundary, and the length of
the perimeter encased by these points. This is shown in Figure 2.6, where the dashed line is the
distance between the two points, and the dotted line is the length of the perimeter from one point
to the other.
Perimeter Length
Figure 2.6: Example of chord to perimeter.
The irregularity of the boundary can be calculated by dividing the perimeter covered
between the two points by the total perimeter. Small ratios are used to measure small
irregularities and larger irregularities are measured as the ratio approaches one. These values are
then compared to values obtained from a circle, allowing for the creation of an asphericity
spectrum. This spectrum is used to measure how similar a shape is to a circle. This method has
two major limitations: a) it cannot be used for Fourier analysis, and b) unless the shape to be
examined is fairly round, unusable results will be obtained [6].
2.2.2 Planar Surface
Planar surface techniques are useful because they avoid the need to locate the boundary of an
object, since they use the entire image for analysis. These methods can also be used to identify
texture as well as shape, which may be a useful additional feature for object classification. The
biggest issue with these techniques is that the location of an object within a picture could affect
its calculations and must be corrected for the development of effective shape description
algorithms.
2.2.2.1 Equivalent Ellipses
The equivalent ellipses technique tries to describe a complicated shape with an ellipse by
calculating the moments of inertia and principle axes of the object. The resulting ellipses yield
two factors: anisometry and bulkiness. Anisometry is the ratio of the long to short axis and
bulkiness is the ratio of the area between the original object and its ellipse [6]. One advantage of
this method is that it is easily interpreted to physical characteristics of the shape.
Figure 2.7: An object and its equivalent ellipse.
2.2.2.2 Two-Dimensional Invariant Moments
Two-dimensional invariant moments use mean, variance, and higher order moments to make
statistically well-behaved descriptors [13,14]. Similar shapes are expected to have similar
moments and consequently may be used for characterization. As mentioned earlier, planar
techniques (such as two-dimensional moments) are prone to errors due to scale and rotation
changes. However, this problem was addressed by M. K. Hu in [7] where he proposed using a
combination of moments to create a set of seven invariant moments, capable of characterizing
any image.
The general equation for a two-dimensional moment of a continuous function,f(x,y) is given as:
mM = oo o xP yf(x,y)dxdy (2.1)
pq
where p and q represent the order of the x and y moments respectively. These moments can be
centralized by subtracting out the means, and these central moments can be written as:
, = (x- )Y(y -y)"f(x,y)dxdy (2.2)
These continuous functions are not useful for discrete images, and can be discretized by
summing the values over all the pixels instead of calculating the function integrals resulting in
Pq =E Z (x-5)"(y-A)ff(x,y) (2.3)
x y
where p and q represent the order of the x and y moments respectively. The f(x,y) refers to the
image's gray level value of the pixel at each x and y. This equation obtains the contribution of
each pixel to the central moment, then sums all contributions to determine the final value of the
moment. These moments can be normalized by dividing by the zeroth moments raised to the




y = P +1 (2.5)
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The use of normalized moments lead to the creation of Hu's invariant moments. The
seven invariant moments are shown below; a complete derivation can be found in [16].
1 = q20 + 102 (2.6)
#2 = ( 20 + 02 )
2 +47q21 (2.7)
3 = (7 30o-31,2)
2 +(3q72 - 0 3 )2  (2.8)
4 = (730 +172 )2 + (1721 +703o) (2.9)
5 = (03 - 3172X)130 + 712(73 o + 712)2 -3(1721 + 703 )2
+(312, -1703 Xr721 +103)[3(730 + 12)
2 -(1721 +1703)2 (2.10)
06 
= 720- ( 10270 -+2)[ +12)2 -(721 +1703 J+41,1((173 + 12 X 21 +03) (2.11)
#7 = (3121 - 03 X1 o +172)[(A730 +712) -3(721 + 1 7 0 3 )2
+ (3r,2 - r3 X72,1 + o703)3(7 30 +71,)2 - ( 21 + 703) 2] (2.12)
The greatest advantages of this method are its ease of implementation, robustness, and
small number of descriptors. As this technique uses only seven descriptors, it uses fewer
descriptors than Fourier analysis, which typically requires ten or more.
2.3 Three Dimensional Shape Characterization Techniques
In this section, two previously used three-dimensional description methods are discussed that
assume that the object has been previously captured using a 3-D imaging system. The common
method of object capture is X-ray computed tomography. The aforementioned assumption is not
trivial due to the fact that capturing models using tomography can be problematic in itself. Cost,
resolution and reconstruction time of an object are all factors that must be considered and may
change from application to application. Spherical harmonics and three-dimensional invariant
moments are described in this section, followed by usefulness and efficiency of these algorithms
2.3.1 Spherical Harmonics
Spherical harmonics express a shape in a more useful mathematical form [9,10]. For models that
use spheres or ellipsoids to represent the true three dimensional shapes, the ability to characterize
an object as a set of values may be extremely useful. Assuming that a three-dimensional object's
model has been obtained previously, the technique must separate the object from the
background. This is done by using a "burning" algorithm. The model is stored in a three-
dimensional matrix and is comprised of "voxels", which are analogous to the two-dimensional
pixels. The value of each voxel is either a "0" for the background or a "1" for the object. The
algorithm then searches the matrix until it finds a "1", and proceeds to find all adjacent voxels
with the value of "1", and records the x, y, z coordinates of the l's. In this manner the object is
located and captured as a sequence of coordinates.
Next, a center point common between all particles must be found. The centroid may be
used for this, and is calculated by summing the location values in each axis and then dividing by
the total number of points. However, the center may not necessarily be the centroid and may be
arbitrarily chosen, but it must remain consistent for all particles.
The characterization of the boundary shape can now be performed with the calculation of
the center point. The distance from the center point to the aggregate surface is measured at
specific angle intervals of 0 (ranging from 0 to 2n) and 6 (ranging from 0 to x). Once all
distances for 0 are measured, the value of 0 is incremented and the process repeated. Once all
values for 0 have been used, a function r(98,) is created from the data, which may be used for
further analysis. The equation for spherical components is:
r(0,)= ) a(n,m)Y,'(0,b) (2.13)
n=0 mn-n
where Y(90,6) is a spherical harmonic function of order (n,m) and a(n,m) is a numerical
coefficient. Orders for n are typically taken up to 20 or 30 for efficient characterization [8, 9].
2.3.2 Three-Dimensional Invariant Moments
This technique is simply an extension of the two-dimensional invariant moments discussed
earlier in this chapter. The equation for a three-dimensional moment is given by
m, = xf f xp(x,x,x,x)dxdxdxi (2.14)
where p, q, and r signify the order of the moment and p(xt, x2, xs) represents the density of the
object. The density function is assumed to be piecewise and continuous, making it bounded [16,
17]. The equation above can be converted to a central moment, by subtracting out the centroid
of the coordinates shown in the two equations below.
#pqr I= (X 2  2 ) 3  r Ip( Ix 2 ,x3 )dxd2 dx3  (2.15)
where,
m100 - M010 mootXI ="-,2 --•= X3 = (2.16)
mooo mooo mooo
Finally, the equation is normalized by
Ppqr (2.17)
7pqr p+q+r+3 (2.17)
(2.17) can be used to generate three-dimensional moments; however, the computation
time to calculate the moments is high, even for the lower order moments. As higher and higher
order moments need to be calculated, their implementation becomes computationally prohibitive
[16,17].
The three-dimensional shape description techniques discussed require three-dimensional
data of the particle. This data may be obtained using X-ray computed tomography or other
means. However, the techniques themselves require expensive equipment to acquire data,
perform their respective analyses and need significant processing power to calculate results.
Even when the necessary technology is available, such complex analyses may not be required
because the individual grains of sand are so different from one another (even within the same
mix) that they may not provide the same generalization as a technique using two-dimensional
descriptors that utilize a statistics-based estimation.
2.4 Principal Component Analysis
PCA aims to exploit patterns in a set of data in such a way as to reveal similarities and
differences within the data. In a multi-dimensional dataset, PCA isolates the most important
components of the data which allows for dimensionality reduction with little loss of
discriminatory information. More importantly for the shape characterization application, it
allows n-dimensional data to be visualized in three-dimensions in what is known as PC-space.
PCA assumes that the most discriminating information lies along the axis with the
greatest variance. Thus, the first principal component is the axis with the greatest variance, and
each subsequent component would be the axis with the next greatest variance [18]. These
components are found by calculating the mean vector, the mean of all instances about each
descriptor, and covariance matrix of the data. Eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the covariance
matrix are calculated and sorted in decreasing order by eigenvalue. The principal components
are the projection of the data along the corresponding eigenvectors, with the eigenvectors having
the largest eigenvalues containing the most discriminating information and those with the
smallest eigenvalues merely contributing to the "noise" in the data (or containing little or no
relevant information). By projecting the data onto only the major principal components, the
data's dimensionality can be reduced and separability between instances possibly increased.
Figure 2.8 shows PCA on a two-dimensional dataset. The two axes that represent the data
according to the data variance the best were chosen and are show in red. In [2], PCA was
applied to Fourier descriptor data to reduce the dimensionality from 15 dimensions to three










Figure 2.8: Example of PCA in two dimensions.
2.5 3-D shape characterization for particle aggregates using multiple projective
representations
The technique described in [2] focused on finding a two-dimensional approach for
acquiring three-dimensional shape descriptors, where complex coordinate Fourier analysis and
invariant moments were implemented. This kind of analysis does not require an expensive X-ray
CT unit and may be done with a standard optical microscope and digital camera instead. This
section will only discuss the complex coordinate Fourier analysis, as generation or reconstruction
of projections is not possible with invariant moments and hence, unusable for the purposes of
this thesis.
This method of three dimensional shape description combines the techniques of boundary
unrolling, complex Fourier analysis and PCA to yield a method possessing the four most desired
attributes of a shape characterization algorithm: uniqueness, parsimony, independence, and
invariance. It also possesses the following secondary attributes: reconstruction and automatic
i:
collection. It was designed for use in inter-particle force analyses using a discrete element model
to determine the strength of an aggregate mix. There are two major parts to this algorithm:
statistical mix characterization and particle synthesis.
In the statistical mix characterization step, single projections of multiple particles are
captured using a standard digital camera and microscope. Next, each image is processed so that
only the boundary of each particle remains. The boundary for each particle is "unrolled" and
converted into a complex periodic function, as discussed earlier in this chapter. The one
dimensional function for each particle is resampled and normalized to ensure that the same
number of points (and corresponding frequencies) exist between all particles and that the
magnitudes of the FFT's lie within the same range, providing invariance in the algorithm. After
the desired Fourier coefficients are chosen, PCA is performed on the transformed data to yield
the final number of descriptors. For each particle, the result would be n descriptors [DI D2
... Dn]. Due to the normalization and resampling step, the first descriptor of a particle would
represent the same frequencies as the first descriptor of every other particle, with the only
difference being variations in magnitude. The same holds true for the remaining second through
n`h descriptors. This allows distributions of descriptors to be formed, allowing for the
characterization of an entire mix of sand particles by simply using n means and variances (the
Central Limit Theorem allows for the assumption that these distributions are Gaussian).
Particle synthesis occurs in three steps: descriptor generation, projection formation, and
projection combination. Descriptor generation simply means that by generating a random
number, multiplying by the variance of the desired descriptor, and adding the mean of the
desired descriptor, a value for that descriptor is created that lies within the distribution found for
that particular mix. This process is repeated n times (once for each of the n descriptors) to
produce a descriptor set. This descriptor set is the input for the projection formation step, which
is the reversal of the PCA, Fourier transform and "unrolling" steps mentioned earlier. This
yields the boundary image of a projection, which may then be filled in or left as is depending on
the requirements of the algorithm used for the projection combination step. For this final step,
informal algorithms were developed in [2], such as extrusion, rotation and a "tomographic"
reconstruction algorithm for the purpose of projection combination. However, in this thesis the
Algebraic Reconstruction Technique (a popular, formal tomographic reconstruction algorithm)
has been used for the projection combination step and is discussed in the next section. Figure 2.9
shows the overall approach for this method.
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Figure 2.9: Overall approach for the 3-D shape characterization for particle aggregates using
multiple projective representations method. Upper-left: optical images are taken of a mix of
particles. Bottom left: boundaries of each optical image are characterized using Fourier analysis
to yield 2-D descriptors for each image. Top center: A 3-D composite particle with shape
characteristics representative of the entire mix can be formed by combining several optical
images. Top right: 2-D projections of the 3-D composite particle are taken. Bottom right: 2-D
projections are characterized like the optical images. Bottom center: 2-D descriptors of the
optical images and/or projections are combined to form 3-D descriptors in the form of statistical























2.6 Tomographic Reconstruction Methods
Tomography refers to the cross-sectional imaging of an object from either transmission or
reflection data collected by illuminating the object from many different directions.
There are several methods of performing tomographic reconstruction, which can be
classified as non-iterative or iterative methods. One of the most popular of the non-iterative
methods is Feldkamp's algorithm for performing filtered backprojection (FBP) and of the
iterative methods is the algebraic reconstruction technique (ART). [1] Both methods were
investigated in this.
2.6.1 Filtered Backprojection (FBP)
In this section of this thesis, the filtered backprojection (FBP) method of reconstruction will be
discussed. It will begin with the definition of a projection, followed by the derivation of the
Fourier Slice Theorem and concluded with the derivation of the FBP method for parallel
projections.
2.6.1.1 Definition of a Projection
A two-dimensional object may be described as a function f(x,y) and a series of line integrals




Figure 2.10 An objectf(x,y) and its projection, Po(t) shown at an angle of 0. [2]
The equation of the line AB in Figure 2.10 is given by:
xcos+ ysinO =t (2.18)
This equation can then be used to define the line integral Pe(t) as
P (t) = f(x, y)ds (2.19)
(2.19) may then be re-written (with the delta function,8) as
Po(t) = f Jf(x,y)S(xcos 9+ ysin0 - t)dxdy (2.20)
-- 00--0
The function Pe(t) is known as the Radon transform of the function f(x,y). A projection is then
formed by combining a set of line integrals. The most common types of projections are parallel
.C1
and fan beam projections. Since algorithms exist to re-sort fan beam projections into parallel
beam projections, fan beam reconstructions will not be covered in this thesis. Examples of
parallel beam projections are shown in Figure 2.11.
Figure 2.11: A pair of parallel projections taken at different angles.
2.6.1.2 Fourier Slice Theorem
The Fourier slice theorem is derived by taking the one-dimensional Fourier transform of a
parallel projection and realizing that it is the same as a slice of the two-dimensional Fourier
transform of the original object. This implies that given the projection data for an object, it
should be possible to estimate the original object by inverting a two-dimensional Fourier
transform.




The Fourier transform of a projection, Pe(t) is defined as:
-00
S(m)= tP)ee'idt (2.22)
Consider the simplest example of the Fourier Slice Theorem, where 9 = 0. Next, consider the
Fourier transform along the line of the object in the o domain given by v = 0. (2.21) reduces to:
F(u,0) = f f(x,y)e-J'~dxdy (2.23)
Since the phase factor is no longer dependent on y, (2.23) can be divided into two parts:
F(u,O) = f(x, y)dy e-2dx (2.24)
The term of (2.24) in brackets is the equation for a projection along lines of constant x (from the
definition of a parallel projection):
P=o (x)= f(x, y)dy (2.25)
-- O
Substituting (2.25) into (2.24) yields:
F(u,0) = fPo (x)e-J2m dx (2.26)
-00
The RHS of (2.26) is the 1-D Fourier transform of the projection Po=o; this gives the following
relationship between the vertical projection and the two-dimensional transform of the object
function:
F(u,0) = S9=0 (u) (2.27)
This result is obtained regardless of the orientation between the object and coordinate
system, leads to the Fourier Slice Theorem. The theorem states that the Fourier transform of a
parallel projection of a 2-D objectf(x,y) taken at an angle 0 is the same as the Fourier transform
of 2D the same object F(u,v) along a line at angle 0 with respect to the u axis [1]. Figure 2.12
illustrates this concept.
Proiection
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Figure 2.12: Fourier transform of a -D projection as related to a slice of the Fourier transform
of a 2-D object by the Fourier Slice Theorem.
The derivation of the Fourier Slice Theorem can be generalized by considering the coordinate
system (t, s) to be a rotated version of the original (x, y) system as given by
[t ]=cosOsinO 1[(x
[s -sin OcosOJ[y (2.28)
In the (t, s) system a projection along lines of constant t is
P,(t) = f(t, s)ds
-00
(2.29)
Substituting the definition of a projection given by (2.29) into its Fourier transform given by
(2.22) yields
So) = If(t, s)ds e-2dt (2.30)
The RHS of (2.30) is the 2D Fourier transform at a spatial frequency of
(u = wcos,v= wsin9)or
S o(w) = F(w,9) = F(o cos , w sin ) (2.31)
(2.35) proves the Fourier Slice Theorem and is the heart of straight ray tomography.
Here, if projections of an object function are taken at angles 0~,, 2..,,9 , the function F(u, v) on
radial lines can be determined by calculating their Fourier transforms. If an infinite number of
projections are taken, the values forF(u,v)would be known in the entire uv-plane. If F(u,v) is
known, the object functionf(x,y) can be recovered using the inverse Fourier transform
f(x,y) = IF(u, v)e 2"(ux+v)dudv (2.32)
A A A A
If the functionf(x,y) is bounded by - - < x < --- < y <-, (2.32) can be rewritten as
2 2' 2 2
f (x, y) = -1 • F(¶A , A)eJ2d((m / A)+(n / A)y) (2.33)
A A A A
where -- < x < -- < y < - (2.34)
2 2 2 2
In practice, however, only a finite number of Fourier coefficients will be known, so (2.33) can be
written as
f(x,y)= F( m, ej2n) ((m•An/A)+(/A) (2.35)
A A A A
where -A <- < x - - <y <- (2.36)
2 2 2 2
where N is arbitrarily assumed to be an even integer, which will define the spatial resolution in
the reconstructed image. If the N 2 Fourier coefficients F(m/A,n/A) are known, equation (2.35)
can be implemented using the FFT algorithm. Since the number of projections taken is finite, the
function F(u, v) is only known along a finite number of radial lines, like in Figure 2.13. In order
to use (2.35), interpolation between the radial points must be performed. The error resulting from
this interpolation translates into image degradation, as the higher frequency components have a
greater interpolation error than the low frequency ones. This is due to the distance between the












Figure 2.13: Estimate of the Fourier transform of a 2-D object. Each radial line is the FFT of a
projection where the dots represent the actual location of the object's Fourier transform.
2.6.1.3 TheRationale Behind the FBP Algorithm
The rationale behind the filtered backprojection algorithm is rather intuitive and straightforward
because each projection can be considered as a nearly independent measurement of the object.
While it is difficult to see this in the space domain, after taking the Fourier transform of each
projection at its associated angle, it becomes clearer. The reason the projections are said to be
nearly independent (in an intuitive sense) is because the only information that is common
between two projections at different angles is the Oth frequency or DC term.
The act of measuring a projection can be considered a two-dimensional filtering
operation, due to the Fourier Slice Theorem. For instance, take a single projection and its
Fourier transform. By the Fourier Slice Theorem, this projection gives the object's two-
dimensional Fourier transform along a single line. If the values resulting from the Fourier
transform of this projection are inserted into their proper places and all other projections are set
to zero, a very simple (yet very distorted) reconstruction can be obtained by simply performing
the inverse Fourier transform. This example was merely to demonstrate that the reconstruction
so formed is equivalent to the original object's Fourier transform multiplied by the filter shown
in Figure 2.14b.
Figure 2.14: Frequency domain data available from one projection, a) shows the ideal situation
where a reconstruction could be formed by adding the reconstruction from each angle until the
entire Fourier domain is filled. b) shows what is actually measured. The filtered backprojection
algorithm takes the data shown in b) and weights it so that the data in c) are an approximation to
those in a).
The desired result from a simple reconstruction procedure is the sum of object projections
filtered by pie-shaped wedges as shown in Figure 2.14a. Due to the linearity of the Fourier
transform, this summation may be performed in either the spatial or frequency domain. When
this summation is done in the spatial domain, it constitutes the backprojection process.
The name of the algorithm implies two steps: the filtering step, which can be thought of
as a simple weighting of each projection in frequency, and the backprojection step, which is
finding the elemental reconstructions corresponding to each wedge filter mentioned earlier.
Perhaps the simplest way of performing the filtering step is to take the value of the Fourier
transform of the projection, So(o), and multiplying it by the width of the wedge at that
frequency. Consequently, if there were K projections over 180° at a given frequency co, each
wedge would have a width of 2arl/ K. The effects of this weighting are demonstrated in
Figure 2.14c. Comparing this to Figure 2.14a, it can be seen that the weighted projection
(2rla)l/ K)S(co) has the same "mass" as the pie-shaped wedge. Therefore, the weighted
projections are indeed approximations to the pie-shaped wedge, but the error can be made
arbitrarily small by using a sufficient number of projections.
The final reconstruction is created by summing the spatial domain representations of the
weighted projections. Since each projection only gives the Fourier transform of the object along
a single line, this inversion can be performed very quickly. This is what is known as
backprojection, since it can be perceived as a smearing of each filtered projection over the image
plane. The entire FBP algorithm can be written as the following:
For each of the K angles, 0, between 0 and 180'
Measure the projection, Po(t)
Fourier transform Po(t) to find So(cw)
Multiply So(cw) by the weighting function 2;rc / K
Sum over the image plane the inverse Fourier transforms of the filtered
projections (the backprojection process) [1]
2.6.1.4 Theory of the FBP Algorithm
This section will cover the theory behind the backprojection algorithm for parallel beam
projections. The object function, f(x,y) can be expressed in terms of its Fourier transform as
W0 00
f(x, y) = F(u, v)ej 2~'(+'Ydudv (2.37)
-00-00
The Cartesian coordinate system in the frequency domain, (u,v) may be exchanged for a polar
coordinate system, (o,0) by substituting the following
u= O coso (2.38)
v= c sin 0 (2.39)
and then changing the differential terms to
du dv = de) dO (2.40)
the inverse Fourier transform of (2.37) may then be rewritten as
2roo
f(x,y) = J F(o),0)ej 2""(xcose+Ysi"e) o dc> dO (2.41)
00
(2.41) may be split into two integrals considering 0 from 0° to 180" and 180" to 360°
f(x, y) = fJ F(w, O)ey j2w'(xoO+'ysinO) de d +
o (2.42)
f F(mo, O + 1800)e J 2x"(xos(O+'18')+sin(+180I"')) deo dO
00
and then using the property
F(), 0+1800)= F(-o), ) (2.43)
(2.42) can be rewritten once again as
f(x,y)= F(CO, O)ojej2' do 0 (2.44)
Where
t= xcosO+ ysin0 (2.45)
Substitute the Fourier transform of the projection at angle 0, So(oe), for the two-dimensional
Fourier transform F(eo,0), the result is
f(x, y) = JSo(al a eJ2d dO (2.46)
Equation (2.46) may be rewritten once again as
it





(2.47) is an estimate of f(x,y), given the projection data transform So(w ) . Equation
(2.48) represents a filtering operation on the projection data, where the frequency response is
given by Iwl. Thus, Qo(w) is a "filtered projection". These filtered projections are then summed
for different angles of 0 to form the estimate f(x, y).
Equation (2.47) is where each filtered projection, Qo is "backprojected", meaning for
every point (x, y)in the image plane, there is a corresponding value of t = xcos + y sin 0 for
given value of 0. Q contributes to the reconstruction its value at t. This is shown in Figure 2.15
more clearly. For an angle 0, it can be easily shown that the value of t is the same for all (xy)
along the line LM. The significance of this is that the filtered projection, Qo, will make the
same contribution to the reconstruction at each of the pixels lying on this line. In other words,





Figure 2.15: Filtered projection being backprojected (smeared) onto the reconstruction plane
along lines of constant t. The filtered projection at a point t makes the same contribution to all
pixels lying on the line LM in the x-y plane.
In principle, the integration must be carried out over all spatial frequencies (given by the
parameter w), but in practice the amount of energy present in the high frequency components of
the Fourier transform is negligible. This means, for all practical purposes the Fourier transform
of a projection can be considered to be bandlimited. Let C be a frequency higher than the
highest frequency component in each projection, then by the sampling theorem the projections




without introducing any error. Assume also that for large values of Itl the projection data are
equal to zero. A projection can then be represented as
-N N
P,(mT), m= - ,...,... 1 (2.50)
2 2
for some large value of N. The Fourier transform So (w) of a projection can be approximated
using an FFT algorithm by
/ 0 1 - / -jf(mk1N)
So,(,) S( = =- 2 j2x(mk/N) (2.51)
S N) 20 k=-NI2 2M
(2.51) yields the samples of the Fourier transform of a projection, given its samples in
space. Next, the "modified projection", Qo must be evaluated digitally. Since the Fourier
transforms So have been assumed to be bandlimited, (2.48) can be approximated by
Q(t) = So,(w6 )lAlej"do (2.52)
-a
2  S m mJm 2 e 2n( 2f vN)' (2.53)
N m=-N12 IV
given that N is large enough. To determine the projections Q for only those t which the
projections Po are sampled
( k \ 2', ( 20 ) j2 M /N) (2.54)
N -N/2 N
k = -N/2,...,-l,0,1,...N/2 (2.55)
This filtered projection may be multiplied with another function (such as a Hamming
window) to reduce the effects of observation noise. The reconstructed object may be obtained
from a discrete approximation to (2.47) by
f(x,y) = - Qa (xcos i + y sin ,) (2.56)
S
where the K angles O are those for which the projections Po (t) are known.
2.6.2 Algebraic Reconstruction Algorithms
Another approach to tomographic reconstruction is to assume that the cross section is made up of
an array of unknowns, and then solving a system of linear equations to determine them. This
method lacks the accuracy and speed of the transform based methods (such as the FBP algorithm
discussed in the previous section), however when a large number of projections is unavailable or
the projections are not distributed evenly across 180° or 360° this method can still be used. The
algebraic reconstruction technique (ART) is discussed in this section of this thesis in detail, with
comments about the simultaneous iterative reconstruction technique (SIRT) and the simultaneous
algebraic reconstruction technique (SART).
2.6.2.1 Image and Projection Representation
In Figure 2.16, an image function f(x, y)has a square grid superimposed onto it. Assume that
the value for f(x, y) is constant within a cell, and be given by fj (this constant value in thefh
cell). Let Nbe the total number of cells. A ray for algebraic techniques is defined as a line with
a measurable width, T. The i'h ray in Figure 2.16 is shaded to show this concept. Typically T will
be the same as a cell width. The line integral from the FBP method will be replaced by a ray-
sum.
Projections will also be given a single index representation, like the image. Let p, be the
ray-sum measured with the i'h ray as shown in Figure 2.16. The relationship between the f 's
and the p 's can be expressed as
wf = p,, i =1,2,..., M (2.57)
where M is the total number of rays (in all the projections) and wy is the weighting factor that
represents the contribution of the jh cell to the i h ray integral. In other words, wy is the part of
the j cell that is within the area of the i h ray, as shown for one of the cells in Figure 2.16. Note




Figure 2.16: Image with a grid superimposed onto it, where image values are assumed to be
constant within a cell.
If the values for M and N were small, standard matrix inversion methods could be used to
solve the system of linear equations. However, in practice N may be as large as 65,536 for a
256x256 image, with M having the same value. The size of the weight matrix would then be
65,536x65,536, making direct matrix inversion virtually impossible. This is also the case when
there is noise present in the measurement data, and when M < N (even for small N) and a least
squares method must be used. Unfortunately, in the case where M and N are large, even these
methods may be computationally impractical.
Pi
For large values of M and N, there exist iterative methods for solving (2.57) that are
based on the "method of projections" first proposed by Kaczmarz [20] and clarified by Tanabe
[21]. To begin the explanation of these methods, first (2.57) is written in its expanded form
wf + 12f2 + w, 3f 3 +... + WNfN = p
w 21 f + 22f2 + w 2 3 f 3 +... + w2Nfn = P25 (2.58)
WIf, + wM 2 f 2 + WM 3 3f + .+ MN fN = PM
A grid representation with N cells gives an image N degrees of freedom. Consequently,
an image, represented by (f,, f2, . f), may be considered to be a single point in an N-
dimensional space. The equations in (2.58) each represent a hyperplane in this space, and when
a unique solution to the system exists, it will be the intersection of these hyperplanes. Consider
the case of two variables f1 andf 2 shown in Figure 2.17, which satisfy the following equations
w,,/f, + w =p2 2 Pf 2f = (2.59)
w21 + w22f2 = P 2
The process involved for determining the solution as shown in Figure 2.17 is to begin
with an initial guess, project this first guess onto the first line, project the new point onto the
second line, project this latest point onto the first again, etc. The iterations will always converge
to the same point, if a unique solution exists.
guess
Figure 2.17: Kaczmarz's method of solving algebraic equations, demonstrated for the example
of two unknowns. Beginning with an initial guess, this point is projected onto the first of the
lines. The result is projected then onto the second line, re-projected onto the first, etc, until
convergence is achieved. [2]
Implementing this method on a computer begins with an initial guess, as stated
previously. This guess is denoted by f.(0)1o, ,...,JV, or in vector format as /0)and is
typically assigned a value of zero for alli's. The vector f(0) is projected onto the first equation
in (2.58) to yield 1('), which is projected onto the second equation in (2.58) to give j 2 )and so
on. When j-i1) is projected onto the hyperplane given by the ith equation to yield f •), the
process can be described mathematically by






Figure 2.18: Plot of the hyperplane ii, • = p, (represented by the bold line), which is
perpendicular to ii,
where i, = (w, , wi2 ,..., wN) and i -, , is the dot product of i• with itself. To derive (2.60),
begin with the first equation in (2.58)
,. V = p, (2.61)
(2.61) represents the hyperplane that is perpendicular to the vector wi. This is shown in
Figure 2.18 where OD is the same as i-,. This equation states also that the projection of a vector
OC (for any point C on the hyperplane) on the vector t, is of constant length. The unit vector
OU along iW, is given by
OU = (2.62)
The perpendicular distance of the hyperplane from the origin is
O= OU OC = -- - OC
OA O (2.63)
* ^/H' l i P,
To obtain 71), 7(0) is subtracted from HG
f =()  7 HG (2.64)
where the length of HG is
= -^ H (2.65)
= " -6OU - OAI
substituting for OU and OA yields
[ =- J .p (2.66)
Because HG is in the same direction as the unit vector OU, HG can be expressed as the
following
(0)
HG = HGOU = , (2.67)
Substituting (2.67) into (2.64) yields (2.60).
In real-world applications where a large number of projections and reconstructions of
large area (in the case of 2D images) are necessary, problems with the calculation, storage and
fast retrieval of the weight coefficients w, occur when using (2.64). For instance, to construct a
100x100 image from 100 projections and 100 rays per projection, the number of required
weights would be 108, which can make fast storage and retrieval a problem when reconstruction
speed is an issue.
This problem has led to the development of numerous algebraic approaches which
approximate (2.60). For the discussion of ART, SIRT, and SART, (2.60) is rewritten as the
following
f j -)+ w, (2.68)
k=I
where
qi = jf -, (2.69)
= fri-' ik (2.70)
k=J
When the (i - 1)th solution is projected onto the ith hyperplane, the gray level of the jh




Here, p is the measured ray-sum, q, is the computed ray-sum based on the (i - I)st
solution. Afj for thej'h cell is computed by calculating the difference between the measured and
N
computed ray-sums, normalizing by w , then assigning this value to all of the cells within the
k= i
ith ray, each value weighted by the appropriate wj.
2.6.2.2 Algebraic Reconstruction Technique (ART), Simultaneous Iterative Reconstruction
Technique (SIRT), Simultaneous ART (SART)
In the majority of ART implementations, the wik's in (2.71) are replaced with l's and 0's, which
corresponds to the center of the kth image cell being within the ith ray. The denominator then is
N
given by ] w = N,, or the number of cells whose center is within the ith ray. AfJ)"is then
k=1
given by
Aff' = p - (2.72)N,
In (2.72), the q 's are still calculated using (2.70), but the binary approximation for the
w, 's are used instead. A relaxation factor X is used to dampen correction overshoot, which
generates salt and pepper noise because of the approximations for the wik's. This factor lies in
the interval [0,1], but usually is chosen to be much less than one. [3] The final form of Af)' is
Afi) = 'p- A (2.73)Ni
SIRT uses (2.72) as well, but does not update the value of the jh cell immediately.
Instead it computes the change AfJ') in thefj pixel for all equations in (2.58), and at the end of
the iteration the change for each cell is the average value for all computed changes for that cell.
This provides superior reconstructions at the cost a slower convergence speed.
SART can produce reconstructions of good quality and numerical accuracy in a single
iteration. The traditional pixel basis is discarded in favor of bilinear elements in order to reduce
errors in the approximation of ray integrals of a smooth image by finite sums. For circular
reconstruction regions, partial weights are assigned to the first and last picture elements on each
ray. The correction terms are simultaneously applied for all the rays in one projection in order to
further reduce the noise resulting from the inconsistencies associated with real projection data.
CHAPTER 3: APPROACH
As discussed earlier, the development of an automatic 3-D tomographic reconstruction algorithm
applied to the shape characterization of particle aggregates would be useful to the field of civil
engineering. This is because such an algorithm would be able to generate large amounts of
three-dimensional models of sand particles for use in a discrete element model (DEM) that
would possess the characteristics of real sand particles found in the mix to be inspected. Being
able to do this automatically would reduce the monetary, time and equipment costs of collecting
sand, and simultaneously eliminate the need for specialized equipment (i.e. an X-ray CT scanner)
to model the particles. In addition, such a method would greatly facilitate the research being
done currently on shear strength and could also be used for general applications. This work is an
extension to [2] where the shape characterization method was developed and groundwork laid
for a method of particle synthesis. This chapter presents a possible solution for the particle
model synthesis problem and is divided into the following sections: approach for the overall
project, particle characterization, particle synthesis, and tomographic reconstruction algorithm
selection and validation.
3.1 Overall Approach
The entire project consists of three parts: determination of statistical 3D descriptors that can be
used to characterize entire aggregate mixes, synthesize particle aggregates, and finally use the
synthesized aggregates in a Discrete Element Model (DEM) for the purpose of predicting contact














Figure 3.1: Overall approach for aggregate mix characterization, synthesis and discrete element
modeling of shear strength and contact forces.
3.2 Sand Particle Characterization
The first part of this work, determining statistical 3D descriptors, was done in [2]. The premise
was that an aggregate mix could be represented statistically by a relatively small set of statistical
3D descriptors. This was done using a large number of 2D images of particles from the mix to be
characterized. Each image was converted into a boundary image, and "unrolled" by changing
the coordinates of each "1" in the image into a complex quantity x + jy. This allowed the
boundary to expressed as a periodic, 1D function, since the first and last points are the same. In
order to ensure scale invariance and for direct coefficient comparison between different particles
LI
to be possible, each ID function had to be resampled and the amplitude normalized. This
ensured that images with the same shape will produce the same Fourier coefficients, regardless
of scale. The Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) was used to transform these discrete 1D




wherefk is the original ID function, F, is the transformed function, N is the number of samples,
and n,k each range from 0,1,...N-1.
Principal component analysis (PCA) is then performed to reduce the
dimensionality of the data obtained for the mix to form the final descriptors. The equation for
PCA is
d'
S= m + a,e, (3.2)
i=1
Where i is the transformed data, ii is the mean vector of the original data, a and e are
the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the scatter matrix (number of images * covariance of the
data) of the original data, and d < d', d being the dimensionality of the original data. Once the
final descriptor values are obtained, the mean and variance for each descriptor are obtained and
each descriptor is assumed to be statistically independent of one another. These descriptors may
then be used to synthesize sets of two dimensional projections and ultimately 3D particle models
as prescribed in [2]. Figure 3.2 illustrates the concept of sand particle characterization and the
premise behind particle synthesis.
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Figure 3.2: Approach for sand particle characterization using 3-D statistical descriptors and




Particle synthesis is done by randomly generating 2-D projections and constructing a 3-D model
from these projections. Projections are created from the statistical 3-D descriptors for a mix that
were obtained using the 3-D shape characterization using multiple projective representations
technique. Values are randomly generated from each descriptor by using a Gaussian distribution
that has the mean and variance of the descriptor that was calculated previously. This produces
the 1-D Fourier transform of the "unrolled" boundary for a projection. The inverse Fourier
Transform is calculated, the 1-D function truncated so it is no longer periodic, and then
"rerolled" to form the 2-D boundary. This boundary is filled to make a solid image, which will
be used as a projection. After the desired number of projections has been created, they are
combined using a tomographic reconstruction algorithm to synthesize the final particle. Figure
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Figure 3.3: Creation of N projections from statistical 3-D descriptors. (a) statistical 3-D
descriptors for Daytona Beach Sand, from which the FFT data in (b) are randomly generated. (c)
1-D function that is the Inverse Fourier transformed descriptors for each projection. (d)
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Figure 3.4: Synthesized Daytona Beach Sand particle
3.4 Tomographic Reconstruction Algorithm Selection
As the most popular of the formal tomographic reconstruction techniques are the filtered
backprojection (FBP) algorithm and algebraic reconstruction technique (ART), these were the
most obvious candidates for the reconstruction algorithm. However, both have differences in
accuracy, computation time, and implementation difficulty that must be considered for this
application. Table 3.1 shows the comparison of FBP vs. ART.
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Typically, FBP is used in clinical applications because it is non-iterative and thus
potentially faster than ART. However, it requires a large number of projections (-500 line
projections per slice) in order to approximate the inverse Radon transform accurately [3], and
does not handle noisy data well. For the particle synthesis application, the most serious problem
with using FBP would be the inverse Radon transform cannot be guaranteed to exist. This is
because of the use of randomly generated projections as described in Chapter 2 of this thesis.
This implies that no solution can be calculated unless projections are selected manually, and
even then a solution is not guaranteed. In contrast, ART is a constrained optimization method,
where the solution yielded by the algorithm is the one that best fits the constraints given (the
projections in this case). Here, no matter what the number or quality of the projections used,
ART is guaranteed to yield a solution of some sort. However, further analysis must be performed
in order to determine the usability of these results and will be discussed in Chapter 4.
2-D ART uses the following equation for reconstructions
Af4/P = f,' )_fP_-) = p-,q 1  (3.3)
where Af') is the correction to the f " cell, ff(•0is (i-1)th solution, fji') is the ith solution, p, is
the measured ray-sum along the ith ray, qi is the computed ray-sum for the same ray based on the
(i-l)th solution, and Ni is the number of image cells whose centers are within the ith ray. 3-D
models may be created by reconstructing 2-D slices of the object and then stacking them to form
the final model. Figure 3.5 illustrates this concept.
Original Projections
Figure 3.5: Use of 2-D ART to form 3-D objects. For a set of 2-D projections, each row of
pixels is treated as a set of 1-D projections. ART is performed on each set of these 1-D
projections and 2-D slices of the 3-D object are created. These slices are then stacked to form
the final 3-D object
3.5 Algorithm and Premise Validation
Before the tomographic reconstruction algorithm can be used for synthesizing particles, the
algorithm must be validated for this application and the premise that particles may be
synthesized using randomly generated projections must also be validated. The algorithm may
validated by modeling individual particles of a mix using both the algorithm and an X-ray CT
scanner. The X-ray CT scanner provides a "gold standard" to which the algorithm's models may
be compared visually and numerically. After the algorithm is validated by repeating this process
for several particles of different mixes, the premise may then be validated visually and
statistically. Using the 2D images of multiple particles collected in the previous work, the
tomographic reconstruction algorithm is applied to the images collected for each mix, and a
composite particle (as shown in Figure 3.2) is generated. The composite particles formed for
each mix may then be compared statistically. Figure 3.6 illustrates the approach taken for the
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Figure 3.6: Overall approach for the algorithm and premise validation
3.5.1 Visual Validation of the Algorithm and Premise
Visual validation of the algorithm and the premise was done in the following manner. After
models of a particle from a given mix were created using the OT and CT systems, and a
composite particle synthesized from multiple views of multiple particles from the same mix, they
were characterized using the 3-D shape characterization using the multiple projective
representations technique. This characterization yielded three statistical descriptors per model
which were then used to create ellipsoid plots, which are able to visually demonstrate the
separability between descriptors. Figure 3.7 shows a generic ellipsoid plot, and Figure 3.8 shows
an ellipsoid plot for a particle of Michigan Dune Sand.
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Figure 3.7: Ellipsoid model for displaying results. (Figure from [2])
Figure 3.8: Example ellipsoid plot results for four types of sand and glass beads. (Figure from
[2])
3.5.2 Statistical Validation of the Algorithm
Statistical validation of the algorithm was done by using sample correlation coefficients and
significance levels. These two statistics determine whether or not a linear relationship between
two variables exists, and the strength and direction of that relationship. The sample correlation
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coefficients are used when studying the joint behavior of two variables to see if they are related.
[19] The sample correlation coefficient is calculated by the following formula
S
r = , (3.4)
where
S = (x, - )X, -j) (3.5)
i=1
Where r is the sample correlation coefficient, xi and yi are the ith instances in each sample,
i and y are the sample means, and n is the total number of observed pairs. The sample
correlation coefficient varies between -1 and +1, with the magnitude indicating the strength of
the linear relationship and the sign indicating the direction. A value of +1 corresponds to the
largest positive relationship possible, while the most negative is given by -1. A correlation
coefficient of 0 indicates the absence of a linear relationship. Correlation coefficients were used
in this project to validate the algorithm by modeling a particle using both the X-ray CT and
optical tomography systems, taking multiple images around the model and characterizing them
using the multiple projective representations technique.
As correlation coefficients merely show the strength of a linear relationship, a
significance test is needed to determine whether the linear relationship exists or if the coefficient
is a product of chance. Ho or the null hypothesis is that 'there is no linear relationship between x
and y', while Hi is that 'there is a linear relationship between x and y'. The significance level is




SSR = r * SST (3.7)
SST =S, = (y -)2 (3.8)
SSE = -(r 2 -1)SST (3.9)
Typically, the hypothesis test is performed at a confidence level of a = 0.05, where ifp < 0.05,
there is a linear relationship between x andy, and vice versa forp > 0.05.
The descriptors obtained from this technique were assumed to be statistically
independent, so the separate correlations for the corresponding descriptors of the X-ray and
optical models were calculated to determine the relationship between them. Significance levels
were also calculated to ascertain the existence of the linear relationships. In this way, the
accuracy of the optical models vs. the gold standard could be computed statistically.
3.6 Summary of Approach
This chapter described the approach taken to solve the particle synthesis problem. The algorithm
is capable of synthesizing particles from 2-D projections generated from statistical 3-D
descriptors, as detailed in [2]. Validation of the synthesis algorithm was done using an optical
tomography system to provide projections, and the 3-D models were compared to those obtained
from an X-ray CT system using ellipsoid plots of the model descriptors and correlation
coefficients. The next chapter contains the validation results using the optical tomography
system to obtain projections and synthesis vs. the X-ray CT system and original results obtained
in [2].
CHAPTER 4: RESULTS
This chapter describes the implementation of the approach to the particle synthesis problem as
described in Chapter 3, and the results that were obtained for each step of the process. Sections
4.1 - 4.2.1 will be devoted to the experimental optical tomography (OT) system and the
challenges encountered when modeling sand particles. Subsequent sections will present the
validation results for the algorithm, premise and particle synthesis, along with correlation and
ellipsoid plot analyses for each.
4.1 Optical Tomography System
An optical tomography (OT) experimental setup was designed and assembled for the purpose of
gathering multiple projections of single sand particles, in order to determine whether models
could be constructed accurately from optical projections as proposed in [2]. The image capture
setup consists of a QICAM 12-bit digital camera, a Gaertner Scientific M101A microscope, and
a Newmark Systems RT-3 rotary stage. The particles are placed on an aluminum base that has
been painted black, and are mechanically centered using a high precision X-Y stage and stylus
system. This system allows for the imaging of sand particles 3600 around the z-axis. These
optical images can be considered noisy, due to reflections within a sand particle and glare
obscuring their edges. Images can possibly be missing (or very dim) at certain orientations also.
The system is shown in Figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1: Optical tomography system.
Figure 4.2 shows some images taken with the OT system of a Michigan Dune Sand particle.
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Figure 4.2: Michigan Dune sand particle images at every 600, from 00 to 3600.
4.2 Algorithm Implementation and Validation Results
Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 describe some of the challenges encountered during the implementation
of the tomographic reconstruction algorithm, and contain validation results for the algorithm
using ellipsoid plots and correlation coefficients as described in Chapter 3.
4.2.1 Optical Projection Preparation Process
Before the optical images can be used as projections in a reconstruction algorithm, they must be
processed. In order to save computation time, reconstructions of each 2-D slice of the 3-D object
will be performed over 1800. As mentioned earlier, some parts of the images of the particle may
be too low contrast or noisy for use in a reconstruction algorithm. While ART can still make an
approximation using noisy or low contrast images, the models may be constructed more
accurately if some method of projection preparation is employed. Figure 4.3 shows an example
of an image that is very low contrast on the bottom of the particle.
Figure 4.3: Michigan Dune sand particle image taken at 600. The circled area is a low contrast
portion of the image that will not be reconstructed properly.
Although this low contrast area in Figure 4.3 is visible to the human eye, because of the
way the reconstruction algorithm works, it will be treated more like part of the background as
opposed to part of the image. Therefore, it would be reasonable to expect a hole or reduced
volume of the reconstructed object at the location of the ellipse in Fig. 4.3 when the
reconstructed object is viewed at this orientation. These low contrast images appear due to
imperfect lighting conditions. However, it has been determined experimentally that when an
image has a low contrast at an angle 0, it is usually more clear at 0 + 1800, such as in Figure 4.4.
Figure 4.4: Michigan Dune sand particle image taken at 2400. The circled area is the low
contrast portion of the image taken at 60°.
Because it is unknown at which angles the particle may be dimly illuminated, the images must be
processed in such a way as to make each projection as clear as possible, regardless of orientation.
The following assumptions were made about the images and projections:
1. Sand particles are centered exactly in the vertical direction (y-direction), but not in the
horizontal direction (x-direction).
2. All projection information at an angle 0 can be obtained by combining the images
captured at 0 and 0 +180°.
The first assumption was made to account for the fact that the sand particles are highly
asymmetric objects, making a precise, manual centering on the OT system pedestal very difficult
to perform. This implies that as the object is rotated about the z-axis, the particle will appear to
be translated linearly along the x-axis. However, since both the camera and the pedestal are not
tilted, the rotation of the particle will not cause the appearance of a vertical translation in the
camera's field of view. The second assumption is a significant one because it states that the sum
of two images of an object 1800 apart is a good approximation to the true ray-sums that could be
acquired using an X-ray system CT. However, because the accuracy of the model's interior is
irrelevant (as the interest is in the overall particle shape), this assumption may be considered a
sound one, for this application.
Given these assumptions, projections are prepared in the following manner for 1800
reconstructions. First, a binary mask of the image at angle 0 is created. This mask is used to
isolate the particle in the image from reflections from the pedestal or other artifacts. The mask
and original image are then multiplied together. The centroid of the mask is calculated and the
masked image's x-coordinates are changed to the centroid centered coordinates to yield the
processed image at angle 0. The image at 0 + 1800 is subjected to the same procedure, flipped
about the y-axis and then is added to the processed image taken at 0 to yield the projection at
angle 0 to be used in the reconstruction. Figure 4.5 illustrates this concept.







Figure 4.5: Projection preparation process for a Michigan Dune Sand particle. (a) Original
images taken at 0° and 1800. (b) Binary masks created from the original images. (c) Masked
images. (d) Centroid centered images. Image taken at 1800 is flipped about the y-axis. (e)
Optical projection formed by combining the images from (d).
Finally, the projection may be cropped so as to reduce computation time by eliminating
large numbers of zeros from the final model.
4.2.2 Algorithm Validation Results
The quality of the reconstructed models were affected by a number of parameters, such as the
number of projections used/number of pixels across the midplane of each projection, whether the
projections were cropped, and whether the projections were binary images or gray level images
prepared as discussed in the previous section. The OT models were generated using MATLAB,
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and the X-ray CT model created using Skyscan's software to create stereo lithography (STL)
objects. In order to use the STL files in MATLAB, they had to be converted into the "triangle"
format using a freeware program called 3D Object Converter. Figure 4.6 is four models of a




Figure 4.6: Michigan Dune Sand particle model: (a) X-ray CT model, (b) OT model using 60
uncropped, processed projections, (c) OT model using 180 cropped, processed projections, (d)
OT model using 60 uncropped, binary projections.
Figures 4.7-4.9 are the four models for a particle from the following mixes: #1 Dry,
Daytona Beach, and Standard Melt.
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Figure 4.7: #1 Dry sand particle model: (a) X-ray CT model, (b) OT model using 60 uncropped,
processed projections, (c) OT model using 180 cropped, processed projections, (d) OT model
using 60 uncropped, binary projections.
Figure 4.8: Daytona Beach particle model: (a) X-ray CT model, (b) OT model using 60
uncropped, processed projections, (c) OT model using 180 cropped, processed projections, (d)




Figure 4.9: Standard Melt sand particle model: (a) X-ray CT model, (b) OT model using 60
uncropped, processed projections, (c) OT model using 180 cropped, processed projections, (d)
OT model using 60 uncropped, binary projections.
From a purely visual standpoint, it is difficult to verify whether any of the OT generated
models match the CT model, due to the irregular shape of a particle and the corresponding
models. This makes it extremely difficult to find what is supposed to be the same face on each
model in order to inspect it visually. Under the assumption that the images shown in Figure 4.6-
4.8 are the same face of the particle, each model was rotated 3600, with 50 pictures taken at
equal degree intervals using the camorbit and saveas commands. These images were then
subjected to the shape characterization using multiple projective representations technique.
Figures 4.10-4.13 and Tables 4.1-4.4 show the results of this characterization using the first 28
Fourier coefficients that were reduced to 3 descriptors using PCA. The correlation and
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Figure 4.10: Ellipsoid plot for the Michigan Dune sand models in Fig. 4.6. The magenta
ellipsoid represents the X-ray CT descriptors, blue for the model created using 60 uncropped,
binary projections, green for the model created using 60 uncropped, processed projections, and
red for the model created with 180 cropped, processed projections.
Table 4.1: Statistical comparison of descriptors between the three Michigan Dune OT models
and the CT model.
OT masks & CT D1
OT masks & CT D2
OT masks & CT D3
OT 60 proj & CT D1
OT 60 proj & CT D2
OT 60 proj & CT D3
OT 180 proj & CT D1
OT 180 proj & CT D2





















As can be seen from Table 4.1, the significance parameters for all the OT model
descriptors vs. the CT model descriptors are very low (a significance of 0.05 indicates a linear
relationship between the two sets of descriptors exists), except for the second descriptor of the











or higher for all cases (excluding the second descriptor in the third model again), which indicates
a weak to moderate correlation (less than 0.5 being weak, 0.5 K r < 0.8 being moderate, and 0.8 <
r < 1 being strong) between each set of OT descriptors and the set of CT descriptors.
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Figure 4.11: Ellipsoid plot for the #1 Dry sand models in Fig. 4.7. The magenta ellipsoid
represents the X-ray CT descriptors, blue for the model created using 60 uncropped, binary
projections, green for the model created using 60 uncropped, processed projections, and red for
the model created with 180 cropped, processed projections.
Table 4.2: Statistical comparison of descriptors between the three #1 Dry OT models and the CT
model.
Correlation Significance
Pair 1 OT masks & CT D1 0.639461881 5.76922E-07
Pair 2 OT masks & CT D2 0.418679555 0.002478272
Pair 3 OT masks & CT D3 0.064831767 0.654654194
Pair 4 OT 60 proj & CT D1 0.12921509 0.37114203
Pair 5 OT 60 proj & CT D2 0.598753305 4.36563E-06
Pair 6 OT 60 proj & CT D3 0.568963361 1.62334E-05
Pair 7 OT 180 proj & CT D1 0.4032931 0.003683934
Pair 8 OT 180 proj & CT D2 0.075328855 0.603117406
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Figure 4.12: Ellipsoid plot for the Daytona Beach sand models in Fig. 4.8. The magenta
ellipsoid represents the X-ray CT descriptors, blue for the model created using 60 uncropped,
binary projections, green for the model created using 60 uncropped, processed projections, and
red for the model created with 180 cropped, processed projections.
Table 4.3: Statistical comparison of descriptors between the three Daytona Beach OT models
and the CT model.
Correlation Significance
Pair 1 OT masks & CT D1 0.7786 2.81E-11
Pair 2 OT masks & CT D2 0.500398 0.000215
Pair 3 OT masks & CT D3 0.2111 0.141131
Pair 4 OT 60 proj & CT D1 0.12132 0.401319
Pair 5 OT 60 proj & CT D2 0.544178 4.41E-05
Pair 6 OT 60 proj & CT D3 0.741441 7.33E-10
Pair 7 OT 180 proj & CT D1 0.355894 0.011195
Pair 8 OT 180 proj & CT D2 0.552449 3.19E-05












Figure 4.13: Ellipsoid plot for the Standard Melt models in Fig. 4.9. The magenta ellipsoid
represents the X-ray CT descriptors, blue for the model created using 60 uncropped, binary
projections, green for the model created using 60 uncropped, processed projections, and red for
the model created with 180 cropped, processed projections.
Table 4.4: Statistical comparison of descriptors between the three Standard Melt OT models and
the CT model.
OT masks & CT D1
OT masks & CT D2
OT masks & CT D3
OT 60 proj & CT D1
OT 60 proj & CT D2
OT 60 proj & CT D3
OT 180 proj & CT D1
OT 180 proj & CT D2





















The results presented here generally indicate a significant, moderate relationship between
the various OT models and the CT one when using the first 28 Fourier coefficients for
characterization. They also indicate that there is no great increase in model accuracy gained
using more highly processed, larger projections vs. smaller, more simply processed projections
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model using 180 cropped, gray-level projections vs. 6-8 minutes using 60 uncropped, binary
projections to create a model possessing similar shape characteristics that match up slightly
better with the CT models, statistically speaking. For the purpose of creating large numbers of
models for the calculation ofinterparticle forces in a DEM, being able to create these models in a
few hours is obviously much more beneficial than taking weeks or months to do the same thing.
In the following sections, the composite and synthesized particles were created using 60, binary
projections because of the results presented in this section.
4.3 Validation of the Premise
The premise that a large number of single views of multiple particles from a single mix can be
combined in some manner to create a composite 3-D model that has shape characteristics
representative of the entire mix was the premise discussed earlier in Chapter 3. Figure 4.14
shows four composite particles created from images taken from four different mixes.
(b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.14: a) #1 Dry Sand composite model created from 145 images. b) Daytona Beach
composite created from 299 images. c) Michigan Dune composite created from 193 images d)
Standard Melt composite created from 391 images.
Figure 4.15 shows the ellipsoid plot result of the composite particles vs. the single views
of multiple particles used to collect the original results in [2]. Fourier coefficients 1 - 28 were
used to created the descriptors used in this plot. In Figures 4.15 and 4.17, DS = #1 Dry Sand,
DBS = Daytona Beach Sand, MDS = Michigan Dune Sand, MS = Standard Melt, COMP =
composite model result, OM = single views of multiple particles result
·'-
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Figure 4.15: Ellipsoid plot comparison of the four composite models in Fig. 4.14 with the
descriptors generated from the single views of multiple particles for the same mixes of sand
using Fourier coefficients 1-28.
Using the first 28 descriptors, there is very little separation visible between the different
composites and overall mix descriptors. The correlations and significances were calculated
between each composite and each set of mix descriptors and are given in Table 4.5.
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Table 4.5: Correlation/significance values comparing the composite models with each set of mix

















































DY COMP & DY OMD1
DY COMP & DY OMD2
DY COMP & DY OMD3
DY COMP & DBS OMD1
DY COMP & DBS OMD2
DY COMP & DBS OMD3
DY COMP & MS OMD1
DY COMP & MS OMD2
DY COMP & MS OMD3
DY COMP & MD OMD1
DY COMP & MD OMD2
DY COMP & MD OMD3
DBS COMP & DY OMD1
DBS COMP & DY OMD2
DBS COMP & DY OMD3
DBS COMP & DBS OMD1
DBS COMP & DBS OMD2
DBS COMP & DBS OMD3
DBS COMP & MS OMD1
DBS COMP & MS OMD2
DBS COMP & MS OMD3
DBS COMP & MD OMD1
DBS COMP & MD OMD2
DBS COMP & MD OMD3
MS COMP & DY OMD1
MS COMP & DY OMD2
MS COMP & DY OMD3
MS COMP & DBS OMD1
MS COMP & DBS OMD2
MS COMP & DBS OMD3
MS COMP & MS OMD1
MS COMP & MS OMD2
MS COMP & MS OMD3
MS COMP & MD OMD1
MS COMP & MD OMD2
MS COMP & MD OMD3
MD COMP & DY OMD1
MD COMP & DY OMD2
MD COMP & DY OMD3
MD COMP & DBS OMD1
MD COMP & DBS OMD2
MD COMP & DBS OMD3
MD COMP & MS OMD1
MD COMP & MS OMD2
MD COMP & MS OMD3
MD COMP & MD OMD1
MD COMP & MD OMD2











































































































Figure 4.16: Bar graph of the data in Table 4.5.
The data in Table 4.5 indicates that there is no linear relationship between the composites
and the mix descriptors gathered previously. However, there do exist for a couple of cases a
significant, weak relationship between certain descriptors for a composite and a set of mix
descriptors (such as Pairs 35 and 36). Figure 4.17 is another ellipsoid plot of the same data, but
this time using Fourier coefficients 15-40 to create the three dimensional descriptors as was
originally done in [2] to produce the results given there.
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Figure 4.17: Ellipsoid plot comparison of the four composite models in Fig. 4.14 with the
descriptors generated from the single views of multiple particles for the same mixes of sand
using Fourier coefficients 15-40.
Here, the ellipsoids are more easily separated visually. However, it only appears that the
Standard Melt and #1 Dry composites have their ellipsoids near the corresponding mix ellipsoids
in Fig. 4.17. When viewing this plot in other orientations, even the #1 Dry composite appears far
away from its ellipsoid and this result is confirmed in Table 4.6. As seen in Table 4.6 and Figure
4.18, no linear relationships exist between any of the composite descriptors and any of the mix
descriptors, except for Pairs 16, 19, 25, and 38.
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Table 4.6: Correlation/significance values comparing the composite models with each set of mix

















































DY COMP & DY OMD1
DY COMP & DY OMD2
DY COMP & DY OMD3
DY COMP & DBS OMD1
DY COMP & DBS OMD2
DY COMP & DBS OMD3
DY COMP & MS OMD1
DY COMP & MS OMD2
DY COMP & MS OMD3
DY COMP & MD OMD1
DY COMP & MD OMD2
DY COMP & MD OMD3
DBS COMP & DY OMD1
DBS COMP & DY OMD2
DBS COMP & DY OMD3
DBS COMP & DBS OMD1
DBS COMP & DBS OMD2
DBS COMP & DBS OMD3
DBS COMP & MS OMD1
DBS COMP & MS OMD2
DBS COMP & MS OMD3
DBS COMP & MD OMD1
DBS COMP & MD OMD2
DBS COMP & MD OMD3
MS COMP & DY OMD1
MS COMP & DY OMD2
MS COMP & DY OMD3
MS COMP & DBS OMD1
MS COMP & DBS OMD2
MS COMP & DBS OMD3
MS COMP & MS OMD1
MS COMP & MS OMD2
MS COMP & MS OMD3
MS COMP & MD OMD1
MS COMP & MD OMD2
MS COMP & MD OMD3
MD COMP & DY OMD1
MD COMP & DY OMD2
MD COMP & DY OMD3
MD COMP & DBS OMD1
MD COMP & DBS OMD2
MD COMP & DBS OMD3
MD COMP & MS OMD1
MD COMP & MS OMD2
MD COMP & MS OMD3
MD COMP & MD OMD1
MD COMP & MD OMD2
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Figure 4.18: Bar graph of the data in Table 4.6
4.4 Synthesis Results
Figures 4.19-4.21 show the effects of using differing numbers of Fourier coefficients in the
projection synthesis step for the Daytona Beach mix.
Figure 4.19: Daytona Beach sand projections randomly generated using 10 Fourier coefficients.
Figure 4.20: Daytona Beach sand projections randomly generated using 64 Fourier coefficients.












It can be seen from these three figures that using 128 Fourier coefficients in the
projection generation step will yield the most realistic looking projections for use in the
reconstruction step. Figure 4.22 shows the reconstruction results for a Daytona Beach particle
using 60 randomly generated projections from 10, 64, and 128 Fourier coefficients.
b
I.-' U(1 c)Ia! !ol
Figure 4.22: Synthesis results using 60 Daytona Beach projections created from (a) 10
descriptors, (b) 64 descriptors, and (c) 128 descriptors.
Models for the #1 Dry, Michigan Dune, and Standard Melt sand mixes were created in
the same manner. All four models at each coefficient level were compared to the original results
obtained in [2] as was done earlier with the composite models. The ellipsoid models and
statistical results are displayed in Figures 4.23-4.25 and Tables 4.7-4.12.
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Figure 4.23: Ellipsoid model results for the four synthesized using projections created randomly
with 10 Fourier coefficients. (a) Fourier coefficients 1-28 reduced to three for characterization,
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Table 4.7 Statistical comparisons between each synthesized model and the sets of mix
descriptors. Synthesized model projections were generated using 10 Fourier coefficients and

















































DY SYNTH & DY OMD1
DY SYNTH & DY OMD2
DY SYNTH & DY OMD3
DY SYNTH & DBS OMD1
DY SYNTH & DBS OMD2
DY SYNTH & DBS OMD3
DY SYNTH & MS OMD1
DY SYNTH & MS OMD2
DY SYNTH & MS OMD3
DY SYNTH & MD OMD1
DY SYNTH & MD OMD2
DY SYNTH & MD OMD3
DBS SYNTH & DY OMD1
DBS SYNTH & DY OMD2
DBS SYNTH & DY OMD3
DBS SYNTH & DBS OMD1
DBS SYNTH & DBS OMD2
DBS SYNTH & DBS OMD3
DBS SYNTH & MS OMD1
DBS SYNTH & MS OMD2
DBS SYNTH & MS OMD3
DBS SYNTH & MD OMD1
DBS SYNTH & MD OMD2
DBS SYNTH & MD OMD3
MS SYNTH & DY OMD1
MS SYNTH & DY OMD2
MS SYNTH & DY OMD3
MS SYNTH & DBS OMD1
MS SYNTH & DBS OMD2
MS SYNTH & DBS OMD3
MS SYNTH & MS OMD1
MS SYNTH & MS OMD2
MS SYNTH & MS OMD3
MS SYNTH & MD OMD1
MS SYNTH & MD OMD2
MS SYNTH & MD OMD3
MD SYNTH & DY OMD1
MD SYNTH & DY OMD2
MD SYNTH & DY OMD3
MD SYNTH & DBS OMD1
MD SYNTH & DBS OMD2
MD SYNTH & DBS OMD3
MD SYNTH & MS OMD1
MD SYNTH & MS OMD2
MD SYNTH & MS OMD3
MD SYNTH & MD OMD1
MD SYNTH & MD OMD2



































































































Table 4.8: Statistical comparisons between each synthesized model and the sets of mix
descriptors. Synthesized model projections were generated using 10 Fourier coefficients and

















































DY SYNTH & DY OMD1
DY SYNTH & DY OMD2
DY SYNTH & DY OMD3
DY SYNTH & DBS OMD1
DY SYNTH & DBS OMD2
DY SYNTH & DBS OMD3
DY SYNTH & MS OMD1
DY SYNTH & MS OMD2
DY SYNTH & MS OMD3
DY SYNTH & MD OMD1
DY SYNTH & MD OMD2
DY SYNTH & MD OMD3
DBS SYNTH & DY OMD1
DBS SYNTH & DY OMD2
DBS SYNTH & DY OMD3
DBS SYNTH & DBS OMD1
DBS SYNTH & DBS OMD2
DBS SYNTH & DBS OMD3
DBS SYNTH & MS OMD1
DBS SYNTH & MS OMD2
DBS SYNTH & MS OMD3
DBS SYNTH & MD OMD1
DBS SYNTH & MD OMD2
DBS SYNTH & MD OMD3
MS SYNTH & DY OMD1
MS SYNTH & DY OMD2
MS SYNTH & DY OMD3
MS SYNTH & DBS OMD1
MS SYNTH & DBS OMD2
MS SYNTH & DBS OMD3
MS SYNTH & MS OMD1
MS SYNTH & MS OMD2
MS SYNTH & MS OMD3
MS SYNTH & MD OMD1
MS SYNTH & MD OMD2
MS SYNTH & MD OMD3
MD SYNTH & DY OMD1
MD SYNTH & DY OMD2
MD SYNTH & DY OMD3
MD SYNTH & DBS OMD1
MD SYNTH & DBS OMD2
MD SYNTH & DBS OMD3
MD SYNTH & MS OMD1
MD SYNTH & MS OMD2
MD SYNTH & MS OMD3
MD SYNTH & MD OMD1
MD SYNTH & MD OMD2
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Figure 4.24: Bar graph of the data in Table 4.6.
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Ellipsoid Plot using Fourier Descriptors reduced to 3-D by PCA
10 mm" Descriptor - 5 mm"' Descriptor
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Figure 4.26: Ellipsoid model results for the four synthesized using projections created randomly
with 64 Fourier coefficients. (a) Fourier coefficients 1-28 reduced to three for characterization,
(b) Fourier coefficients 15-40 reduced to three for characterization.
•a c
Table 4.9: Statistical comparisons between each synthesized model and the sets of mix
descriptors. Synthesized model projections were generated using 64 Fourier coefficients and

















































DY SYNTH & DY OMD1
DY SYNTH & DY OMD2
DY SYNTH & DY OMD3
DY SYNTH & DBS OMD1
DY SYNTH & DBS OMD2
DY SYNTH & DBS OMD3
DY SYNTH & MS OMD1
DY SYNTH & MS OMD2
DY SYNTH & MS OMD3
DY SYNTH & MD OMD1
DY SYNTH & MD OMD2
DY SYNTH & MD OMD3
DBS SYNTH & DY OMD1
DBS SYNTH & DY OMD2
DBS SYNTH & DY OMD3
DBS SYNTH & DBS OMD1
DBS SYNTH & DBS OMD2
DBS SYNTH & DBS OMD3
DBS SYNTH & MS OMD1
DBS SYNTH & MS OMD2
DBS SYNTH & MS OMD3
DBS SYNTH & MD OMD1
DBS SYNTH & MD OMD2
DBS SYNTH & MD OMD3
MS SYNTH & DY OMD1
MS SYNTH & DY OMD2
MS SYNTH & DY OMD3
MS SYNTH & DBS OMD1
MS SYNTH & DBS OMD2
MS SYNTH & DBS OMD3
MS SYNTH & MS OMD1
MS SYNTH & MS OMD2
MS SYNTH & MS OMD3
MS SYNTH & MD OMD1
MS SYNTH & MD OMD2
MS SYNTH & MD OMD3
MD SYNTH & DY OMD1
MD SYNTH & DY OMD2
MD SYNTH & DY OMD3
MD SYNTH & DBS OMD1
MD SYNTH & DBS OMD2
MD SYNTH & DBS OMD3
MD SYNTH & MS OMD1
MD SYNTH & MS OMD2
MD SYNTH & MS OMD3
MD SYNTH & MD OMD1
MD SYNTH & MD OMD2



































































































Table 4.10: Statistical comparisons between each synthesized model and the sets of mix
descriptors. Synthesized model projections were generated using 64 Fourier coefficients and

















































DY SYNTH & DY OMD1
DY SYNTH & DY OMD2
DY SYNTH & DY OMD3
DY SYNTH & DBS OMD1
DY SYNTH & DBS OMD2
DY SYNTH & DBS OMD3
DY SYNTH & MS OMD1
DY SYNTH & MS OMD2
DY SYNTH & MS OMD3
DY SYNTH & MD OMD1
DY SYNTH & MD OMD2
DY SYNTH & MD OMD3
DBS SYNTH & DY OMD1
DBS SYNTH & DY OMD2
DBS SYNTH & DY OMD3
DBS SYNTH & DBS OMD1
DBS SYNTH & DBS OMD2
DBS SYNTH & DBS OMD3
DBS SYNTH & MS OMD1
DBS SYNTH & MS OMD2
DBS SYNTH & MS OMD3
DBS SYNTH & MD OMD1
DBS SYNTH & MD OMD2
DBS SYNTH & MD OMD3
MS SYNTH & DY OMD1
MS SYNTH & DY OMD2
MS SYNTH & DY OMD3
MS SYNTH & DBS OMD1
MS SYNTH & DBS OMD2
MS SYNTH & DBS OMD3
MS SYNTH & MS OMD1
MS SYNTH & MS OMD2
MS SYNTH & MS OMD3
MS SYNTH & MD OMD1
MS SYNTH & MD OMD2
MS SYNTH & MD OMD3
MD SYNTH & DY OMD1,
MD SYNTH & DY OMD2
MD SYNTH & DY OMD3
MD SYNTH & DBS OMD1
MD SYNTH & DBS OMD2
MD SYNTH & DBS OMD3
MD SYNTH & MS OMD1
MD SYNTH & MS OMD2
MD SYNTH & MS OMD3
MD SYNTH & MD OMD1
MD SYNTH & MD OMD2
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Figure 4.27: Bar graph of the data in Table 4.8.
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Figure 4.28: Bar graph of the data in Table 4.9.
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Figure 4.29: Ellipsoid model results for the four synthesized using projections created randomly
with 128 Fourier coefficients. (a) Fourier coefficients 1-28 reduced to three for characterization,
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Table 4.11: Statistical comparisons between each synthesized model and the sets of mix
descriptors. Synthesized model projections were generated using 128 Fourier coefficients and

















































DY SYNTH & DY OMD1
DY SYNTH & DY OMD2
DY SYNTH & DY OMD3
DY SYNTH & DBS OMD1
DY SYNTH & DBS OMD2
DY SYNTH & DBS OMD3
DY SYNTH & MS OMD1
DY SYNTH & MS OMD2
DY SYNTH & MS OMD3
DY SYNTH & MD OMD1
DY SYNTH & MD OMD2
DY SYNTH & MD OMD3
DBS SYNTH & DY OMD1
DBS SYNTH & DY OMD2
DBS SYNTH & DY OMD3
DBS SYNTH & DBS OMD1
DBS SYNTH & DBS OMD2
DBS SYNTH & DBS OMD3
DBS SYNTH & MS OMD1
DBS SYNTH & MS OMD2
DBS SYNTH & MS OMD3
DBS SYNTH & MD OMD1
DBS SYNTH & MD OMD2
DBS SYNTH & MD OMD3
MS SYNTH & DY OMD1
MS SYNTH & DY OMD2
MS SYNTH & DY OMD3
MS SYNTH & DBS OMD1
MS SYNTH & DBS OMD2
MS SYNTH & DBS OMD3
MS SYNTH & MS OMD1
MS SYNTH & MS OMD2
MS SYNTH & MS OMD3
MS SYNTH & MD OMD1
MS SYNTH & MD OMD2
MS SYNTH & MD OMD3
MD SYNTH & DY OMD1
MD SYNTH & DY OMD2
MD SYNTH & DY OMD3
MD SYNTH & DBS OMD1
MD SYNTH & DBS OMD2
MD SYNTH & DBS OMD3
MD SYNTH & MS OMD1
MD SYNTH & MS OMD2
MD SYNTH & MS OMD3
MD SYNTH & MD OMD1
MD SYNTH & MD OMD2



































































































Table 4.12: Statistical comparisons between each synthesized model and the sets of mix
descriptors. Synthesized model projections were generated using 128 Fourier coefficients and

















































DY SYNTH & DY OMD1
DY SYNTH & DY OMD2
DY SYNTH & DY OMD3
DY SYNTH & DBS OMD1
DY SYNTH & DBS OMD2
DY SYNTH & DBS OMD3
DY SYNTH & MS OMD1
DY SYNTH & MS OMD2
DY SYNTH & MS OMD3
DY SYNTH & MD OMD1
DY SYNTH & MD OMD2
DY SYNTH & MD OMD3
DBS SYNTH & DY OMD1
DBS SYNTH & DY OMD2
DBS SYNTH & DY OMD3
DBS SYNTH & DBS OMD1
DBS SYNTH & DBS OMD2
DBS SYNTH & DBS OMD3
DBS SYNTH & MS OMD1
DBS SYNTH & MS OMD2
DBS SYNTH & MS OMD3
DBS SYNTH & MD OMD1
DBS SYNTH & MD OMD2
DBS SYNTH & MD OMD3
MS SYNTH & DY OMD1
MS SYNTH & DY OMD2
MS SYNTH & DY OMD3
MS SYNTH & DBS OMD1
MS SYNTH & DBS OMD2
MS SYNTH & DBS OMD3
MS SYNTH & MS OMD1
MS SYNTH & MS OMD2
MS SYNTH & MS OMD3
MS SYNTH & MD OMD1
MS SYNTH & MD OMD2
MS SYNTH & MD OMD3
MD SYNTH & DY OMD1
MD SYNTH & DY OMD2
MD SYNTH & DY OMD3
MD SYNTH & DBS OMD1
MD SYNTH & DBS OMD2
MD SYNTH & DBS OMD3
MD SYNTH & MS OMD1
MD SYNTH & MS OMD2
MD SYNTH & MS OMD3
MD SYNTH & MD OMD1
MD SYNTH & MD OMD2
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Figure 4.31: Bar graph of the data in Table 4.11.
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4.5 Discussion of Results
The results in this chapter demonstrate that while tomographic reconstruction techniques may be
used in conjunction with optical images to model existing sand particles, more work needs to be
done in order to synthesize particles having characteristics of a particular mix using these
methods. Optical tomographic methods provide a faster, less expensive way of modeling
particles than X-ray CT, as the OT system cost roughly $8K to create and takes 20 minutes to
model one particle vs. $180K for the CT system, which can take 2 hours or more to model a
single particle. While the images do have to be processed before they may be used as projections
(images must be centroid centered, the images at 0 and 0+180° summed and the result converted
into a binary image), only about 60 projections are required per model for the optical system and
these image processing operations are performed quickly in MATLAB. More projections may
be used, but with only a nominal increase in model accuracy (statistically speaking) and a drastic
increase in computation time, it isn't necessary for this application.
The premise and synthesis results seem to indicate that it is not possible to use models
that were created using projections that were generated completely randomly and placed at
arbitrary orientations for the purpose of tomographic reconstruction. While the algorithm does
produce results that look like sand particles, statistical analyses and ellipsoid plots of the
composite and synthesized models characterized using the multiple projective representations
have failed to find an association with a particular composite/synthesized particle and any of the
descriptor sets acquired during the previous research that represent the following four mixes:
Michigan Dune Sand, #1 Dry Sand, Standard Melt, and Daytona Beach Sand. This is in light of
the fact that the projections used to create the composite and synthesized models were either
images taken from one of the aforementioned mixes or were generated from the statistical
descriptors of one of those mixes.
CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS
There exists considerable evidence that the shear behavior and flow behavior of granular
materials is significantly dependent on particle morphology. However, quantification of this
dependence is a challenging task owing to a dearth of quantitative models for describing particle
shape and the difficulty of modeling angular particle assemblies. The situation becomes more
complex when discrete element analyses of realistic 3-D particle shapes are required. The thesis
attempts to address this problem by developing algorithms that can be used to synthesize
composite 3-D granular particles from statistically obtained 3-D shape descriptors that are
generated from multiple 2-D projections. This proves useful for generating realistic shapes for
discrete element applications or in obtaining more fundamental understanding of the
micromechanics of granular solids.
This thesis extends previous work in the area where it was demonstrated that the 3-D
shape characteristics of particles in an aggregate mixture can be numerically expressed by
statistical models obtained from 2-D projective representations of multiple particles in the
mixture. The said previous method showed that the 3-D shape descriptors so obtained were
unique for each aggregate mixture and were separable among various aggregate mixtures. In this
thesis, attempts were made to validate the premise that multiple projective representations of
multiple particles could be used to synthesize a composite 3-D particle that represents the entire
mixture in terms of its 3-D shape descriptors. Also, single particles isolated from the aggregate
mix were scanned using optical and X-ray tomography to techniques to generate 2-D multiple
projections and synthesize the 3-D particle shape.
5.1 Summary of Accomplishments
The goal of this thesis is the design, development and validation of an automated 3D
tomographic reconstruction algorithm applied to the shape characterization of particle
aggregates. The specific research objectives are revisited below along with the relevant work
performed:
1. The design and development of automated 3-D tomography reconstruction algorithms
applied to shape characterization of particle aggregates. ART algorithms were
developed to automatically use existing or synthesized projection data to create
composite 3-D particle models. The filtered backprojection method was also investigated
as a possible candidate but was rejected due to the strenuous requirements of the
algorithm in terms of the number and quality of the projection inputs.
2. The demonstration of the algorithm's ability to accurately and repeatably reconstruct
composite 3-D shapes from 2-D projections of multiple particles and their corresponding
2-D shape-descriptors. Four composite models of the following four mixes were created
using the algorithm described in this thesis: #1 Dry sand (145 projections), Daytona
Beach sand (299 projections), Michigan Dune sand (193 projections), and Standard Melt
sand (391 projections).
3. Numerical validation of the reconstruction method by comparing with 3-D
reconstructions obtained from multiple projections of a single particle generated using
optical and X-ray methods. ART was validated for use in this application as follows.
First, 12 individual sand particles from the following mixes were scanned using the
optical tomography and X-ray CT systems: #1 Dry Sand, Daytona Beach, Standard Melt,
Rhode Island, Hawaii Kahala Beach, Michigan Dune and Hawaii Ala Wai Surfer's
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Beach. The OT models' descriptors were then compared to those of the X-ray CT
models using ellipsoid analysis and statistical correlations. However, the reconstruction
method was found to be invalid when the descriptors of the four composite models were
compared to those gathered during previous work for the same four mixes (#1 Dry sand,
Daytona Beach sand, Michigan Dune sand, and Standard Melt sand).
4. The development of experimental protocols and a database of results obtained by optical
and X-ray tomography of a varying set of particle aggregate mixtures. The X-ray CT
system was purchased and installed. The OT system was designed, developed and
assembled in-house. Assembly of the OT system required a mixture of optical
microscopy hardware, imaging hardware, in-house machining of components and
software development. Experimental protocols for each system were developed to ensure
the modeling of a particle is done quickly and without loss of the specimen. The
database used in this study is comprised of 12 individual sand particle models (with 360
digital images taken at 10 intervals for each), 720 synthesized projection images, and the
1028 digital images used in the previous study.
5. The demonstration of the consistency, separability and uniqueness of the 3-D shape-
descriptor algorithm by exercising the method on a varying set of particle aggregate
mixtures. The reconstruction method was found to be unable to generate consistent,
separable, unique composite models by utilizing the premise proposed in the previous
work. The method was exercised using projective representations from four mixes (#1
Dry sand, Daytona Beach sand, Michigan Dune sand, and Standard Melt sand). A
database of 2-D and 3-D images has been generated by optical and X-ray scans of the
following sands: #1 Dry Sand, Daytona Beach, Standard Melt, Rhode Island, Hawaii
Kahala Beach, Michigan Dune and Hawaii Ala Wai Surfer's Beach.
5.2 Conclusions
ART combined with optical imaging techniques has been shown to be a viable alternative for an
X-ray CT system for the purpose of modeling sand particles. In this work, the models generated
using optical tomography have been shown statistically to be moderately good approximations to
the models generated by an X-ray CT system and with some minor improvements may be able to
replace the CT system altogether for this application. As expected, the shape characterization
using multiple projective representations technique proved to be useful for characterizing the
different models (of both composite and existing models) for the purpose of characterization.
However, this work has demonstrated that although ART may be used to assemble
random 2-D projective representations of a mix to form a composite 3-D particle model, it
cannot be consistently expected to possess the shape characteristics of the aggregate mixture
from which the projective representations were drawn. This is possibly because there is no
angular information associated with these random projective representations when assembling
them to form a 3-D model, as there is when assembling projections taken from an existing
particle. In other words, there is no way currently to determine which image belongs at which
angle for the purpose of reconstruction, and the result produced contains shape characteristics
that do not fit those of its constituent images (and ultimately those of the aggregate mix). When
attempting to synthesize a particle model solely from mix descriptors, the projections themselves
are not necessarily usable for reconstruction. This may be due to the assumption made in the
previous work (that the descriptors are statistically independent) causing the "odd" shapes for
projections to appear, and may be an obstacle to creating particle models possessing the expected
shape characteristics.
5.3 Recommendations for Future Work
There are a number of areas where further work may be performed, the most obvious being to
increase the dataset size. This would make larger sample sizes of each mix available, yielding
more and more accurate statistical results. Increasing the dataset to include greater numbers of
mixes would allow for the modeling and analysis of a greater variety of sands for the purpose of
discrete element modeling by civil engineers.
Methods for validating the premise made in the previous work may be improved and
assumptions updated. For the continued use of ART for generating particle models, the
following issues must be addressed: first, the assumption that mix descriptors are independent
has been shown to be erroneous. This may be addressed by treating the descriptors as dependent
variables, and could allow for the generation of more statistically accurate projections, ultimately
yielding more accurate models. The second issue is the lack of angular information for random
projective representations. This may be addressed possibly by correlating candidate projective
representations with an angular view used in a real particle model, and then assigning the
projective representation with the highest correlation to that angle.
Another possibility for future work is to use a non-tomographic method for constructing
the surface of the particle models as the interest is in the overall shape of the model and not its
interior. This method ideally would not require angular information for the projections in order
to be useful, thus circumventing the problem described earlier in this section.
Finally, a relationship between the shape descriptors and shape characteristics (roundness,
angularity, granularity, etc) should be determined so that civil engineers and others who use these
techniques for creating particle models may be able to engineer the shape characteristics of the
objects used in their discrete element models, and ultimately allow for the custom design of
particle aggregates.
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